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One day in 2018,

During a dark afternoon,

In a foreign state,

On the moon,

There was an alien…



… Cute, curious and surprising!

She looked at the earth, dreaming.

How many times had she done that swing-
ing?

She wished to live a bold adventure,

To discover a new culture!





W
HOOSH!







Suddenly, coming from the sky,

A gigantic spaceship landed, oh my!

Amazed, she couldn’t stop staring at it 
in awe,

She had hoped for it so much, her face 
was aglow.

What sort of mysteries could the vessel 
hide?

She wondered how she could climb in-
side...



A door opened



A door opened





       “A human!”

                 “An alien!”

She immediately regretted her curiosity,

For she didn’t think she would meet this 
monstrosity.

She wanted to run away.

To keep the horrid human at bay





“No, don’t go away!
I want to explore the milky-way,
And I need a friend for this journey.
Hi, by the way, my name is Bernie.”

“Hi ... i ... i, I am ... Ti ... i ... ny.
Don’t you want to eat me?”

“No, no, said Bernie, I eat jelly!
Would you be my friend and travel with 
me ?”

“To discover all of the planets?
Yes, said Tiny, it would be great!”



“I know this one! 
It is Mercury!
The closest to the 
Sun and with no biodiversity”

No atmosphere
Nickname « the swift planet »
Temperature: wide variation
Texture: rocky
Surface: many craters



Picture 8

Nickname: « the 
Morning Star »
Temperature: 500°C 
(very hot)
Texture: rocky
Surface: volcanos, 
mountains

“Oooh, look! I studied that 
one in school.
Venus is almost as big as Earth, 
that’s so cool!”



“Here is the red planet Mars
It is surrounded by a lot of stars”

Nickname « the Red Planet »
Temperature: - 53°C (mild)
Texture: rocky
Surface: craters, volcanos, canyon



Nickname « the Giant Planet »
Temperature: - 150°C (cold)
Texture: gaseous
Surface: craters, volcanos, valleys
 

“That is Jupiter, 
the biggest planet 
of them all
It just looks like a 
big ball”



“This one has many rings,
can you see?
Will you guess which one it is? 
It’s Saturn, it is fizzy”

Nickname « the Ringed Planet »
Temperature: - 180°C (cold)
Texture: gaseous
Surface: ice, dust



Nickname « Ice Giant »
Temperature: - 210°C (very cold)
Texture: gaseous
Surface: ice, gas
 

“And that one is Uranus, 
the Ice Lady,
It is so cold, it is crazy”



“Yes, this is where I am from,
Do you want to come home with me?”
“Oh yes, please, I do want to come.”

“And me, Tiny said, 
what is my planet?”
“It is not a planet!
The Moon is the 
Earth’s satellite
It illuminates the 
earth, it is so bright”
“Earth? Is this the 
planet we see?”



Tiny and her new human friend Bernie,
Left the planet to start a new journey.












